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Abstract: With the development of computational technique and data availability, executing
hydrodynamic simulation in state/continental scale is no longer inaccessible to scientists and
researchers. However, there is little or no clear guideline/discussion for boundary condition
configuration in large-scale river network simulation to prevent/alleviate numerical oscillations and
instabilities. Numerical oscillations may be a trivial problem when simulating hydraulic behaviors in a
small scale/short river channel. However, given the enormous number of boundary conditions required
for continental-scale hydrodynamic simulation, numerical oscillations from inappropriate configuration
of boundary condition can easily cause catastrophic numerical result. Hence, this research provides a
thorough examination of geometric boundary condition configuration in continental-scale river network
simulation. The examination will include: (1) the optimal resolution of channel bathymetry data for
continental-scale hydrodynamic and its underlying physics (2) the impact introduced from bottom
slope discontinuity by using natural channel geometry (3) the influence of the inflow boundary
condition magnitude to numerical stability. (4) the numerical oscillation introduced by lateral inflow
boundary conditions. All issues mentioned above can pose a severe threat to the numerical stability of
the simulation result. Thus, solutions and discussions are provided herein: First, the necessity of
using detailed channel cross-section resolution will be discussed. Second, the concept of ``reference
bed-slope line" is introduced to alleviate the numerical oscillations from inhomogeneous source terms.
Third, the relationship between the optimal magnitude of inflow boundary and the variability of channel
geometry will be shown. Last, the lateral flow-limiter is proposed to reduce the numerical oscillations
from the energy perspective.
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